INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

B cells originate from hematopoietic stem cells. After recognizing antigen (Ag), naive B cells enter the primary follicles of lymph nodes or other lymphoid tissues, undergo extensive proliferation, form germinal centers (GCs), and class switch to immunoglobulin (Ig) G, IgA, or IgE. In the GCs, some of the B cells further differentiate into plasma cells (PC), which produce high-affinity antibodies (Abs) \[[@R1]\]. Naive B cells are regulated by numerous signals. Several well-studied signals include B cell receptor (BCR) cross-linking by Ag \[[@R2]\] and stimulation to Toll-like receptor (TLR) expression \[[@R3]\]. Also involved in the process are other novel factors, including PU.1, Spi-B, and Spi-C \[[@R4]\]; ARS-interacting multifunctional protein 1 \[[@R5]\]; B-cell activating factor (BAFF) \[[@R6]\]; and CD137 with its ligands \[[@R7]\].

Numerous studies and clinical trials have described both the positive and negative functions of B lymphocytes in a tumor environment. Given that B cells are considered an integral component of the adaptive immune system, their complicated functions will prominently affect anti-tumor response and be widely used for different clinical applications. This review focuses on the functions of B cells in malignancy and refers to the prospect of targeting B lymphocytes to influence the clinical treatment of tumors in the future.

POSITIVE EFFECT OF B LYMPHOCYTES ON THE IMMUNE SYSTEM {#s2}
=====================================================

Working as Ab generator {#s2_1}
-----------------------

After recognizing Ags, some B cells initiate three steps, namely, proliferation, class switch recombination, and PC differentiation. These processes are required for Ab production. At the same time, a large portion of infiltrating B cells are resting, IgM-expressing, or not terminally differentiated into PCs. Abs offer great benefits to anti-tumor immunity when interacting with Ags. For example, the Abs secreted by B cells may bind to tumor Ags and amplify the adaptive immune response in triple-negative breast cancer \[[@R8]\]. Carmi et al. \[[@R9]\] demonstrated that allogeneic IgG combined with dendritic cell (DC) stimuli induces the anti-tumor response of T cells, which implies a new area of B-cell functions as inhibition of tumor development. Both administrations of DCs loaded with allogeneic-IgG-coated tumor cells and intratumoral injection of allogeneic IgG in combination with DC stimuli can result in tumor eradication in several murine cancer models. Similar benefits are also found in lung cancer patients, thus indicating the positive clinical relevance with B-cell combination treatment.

The Ab-based therapy of tumors is commonly applied in patients with hematological malignancies and solid tumors through direct or indirect mechanisms. The therapeutic functions can be emphasized by targeting certain surface Ags of lymphocytes (CD40 \[[@R10],[@R11]\], CD20 \[[@R12]--[@R14]\], CD19 \[[@R15], [@R16]\], CD73 \[[@R17], [@R18]\]), mediating immune checkpoints (CTLA-4 \[[@R19]\], PD-1 \[[@R20], [@R21]\]), blocking the bind of specific ligands, perturbing the signaling pathways (EGFR \[[@R22], [@R23]\], HER2 \[[@R24], [@R25]\]), and other direct-targeted functions. In combination with conventional cancer therapies, Ab-based therapies that target these factors can stimulate anti-tumor response and improve clinical efficacy. More clinical trials should be further performed to clarify the prognostic and therapeutic values of monoclonal Abs in cancer treatment.

Working as Ag-presenting cells (APCs) {#s2_2}
-------------------------------------

B cells also can promote anti-tumor immunity through providing Ags to both CD4^+^ and CD8^+^ T cells \[[@R26]\] or through cross-presentation Ags to other APCs \[[@R27]\]. B cells differ from DCs, that is, DCs appear to be vital to initial T-cell priming, whereas B cells may promote T-cell expansion and memory formation \[[@R1]\]. B cells are abundant in circulating blood, and are home to secondary lymphoid organs when administered intravenously \[[@R28]\]. Further studies have indicated that B cells remain more potent than DCs even at a later time when circulating effector T cells decline; hence, B cells are generally superior to DCs when eliciting a recall response \[[@R29]\]. Under a tumor environment, B cells may thus serve as local APCs to sustain the survival and proliferation of tumor-infiltrating T cells.

In high-grade epithelial ovarian cancers (EOCs) patients, CD20^+^ infiltrates are strongly associated with all three T-cell subsets (CD3, CD4, and CD8), as well as T-cell differentiation markers TIA-1, Granzyme B, and FoxP3. Consistent with this, low numbers of CD1a^+^ DCs are also delivered. In this regard, we speculate that CD20^+^ B cells can serve as alternative APCs in a tumor environment \[[@R30]\]. This speculation fits well with the observed co-localization of tumor-infiltrating B cells (TIL-Bs) and CD8^+^ T cells in EOCs, as well as in non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) \[[@R31]\] and cervical cancer \[[@R32]\]. Within the central nervous system, B cells are also recruited into the brain tumor microenvironment; they then enhance the clonal expansion of tumor-specific T cells and promote T-cell-mediated tumor regression by serving as APCs \[[@R33]\]. Milne et al. discovered that CD20^+^ infiltrates are associated with increased disease-specific survival in EOCs \[[@R30]\]. All these studies have indicated that B cells may act as therapeutic APCs to increase the efficacy of immunotherapeutic strategies for cancer.

Working as cytokine producer {#s2_3}
----------------------------

B cells have recently been found to release interleukin (IL), interferon (IFN), and other cytokines that can stimulate anti-tumor immunity. By producing these cytokines, B cells can interplay with other immunocytes, such as T cells, DCs, macrophages, and natural killer (NK) cells and further influence their functions. The function of B cells as a cytokine producer was first observed in the ROHA-9 cell line, which is an Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-transformed human B cell line, that could secrete IL-1 and lead to enhanced response of human T cells to concanavalin A \[[@R27]\]. A few studies have been conducted about B cells as cytokine producer in anti-tumor response, but several reports have focused on the interactions between B-cells and other cells by releasing immuno-regulating cytokines, which are speculated to be involved in tumor suppression. For example, the main cytokines produced by naive B cells are the chemokines CCL22 and CCLl7. CCL22, a chemokine expressed mostly by activated B cells and DCs, is referred to induce chemotactic migration of activated T cells by interacting with the specific receptor CCR4 \[[@R34]\]. Other reports also have revealed that B cells with EBV infection can induce the expression of CCL17 and CCL22, and therefore, play vital roles in attracting Th2 cells and regulatory T cells (Tregs). Such B cells also upregulate the expression of CCL3, CCL4, and CCL5, which are all known to attract Th1 and cytotoxic T cells \[[@R35]\]. In response to IL-33, B1b cells can produce significant amounts of macrophage inflammatory protein-1a, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor, and vascular endothelial growth factor, thus resulting in the recruitment and growth of monocytes and granulocytes \[[@R36]\]. The above studies have shown that B cells can contribute great benefits to immune response by producing of several cytokines.

Working as connector with tumor tissues {#s2_4}
---------------------------------------

TIL-Bs represent another research-worthy aspect of the B-cell response to cancer. Several studies on human tumors (e.g., breast, melanoma, and lung cancers) have suggested an improved tumor control in the presence of B cells. Andrea et al. revealed that an increased amount of B cells in cutaneous melanoma can predict long survival and good prognosis \[[@R37]\]. In another work \[[@R38]\], the adoptive transfer of the B cells from the wild-type mice into the B-cell linker protein-deficient mice can attenuate B16F10 melanoma growth. Within the tumor microenvironment, increasing numbers of B and T cells infiltrating into tumors and large percentages of INF-γ- and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) -α-producing tumor-infiltrating T cells in the transferred mice are observed. As for humans, Alexander et al. \[[@R39]\] analyzed the characterization of B cell subsets in colorectal cancer (CRC) patients and found that the B-cell infiltrate of primary CRC is characterized by an accumulation of memory B cells or PCs, which suggests of a specific immune response against the tumor. However, other reports have conversely referred that advanced tumors and metastases are infiltrated by a considerable number of Bregs, which may exert the opposite functions compared with this type of TIL-Bs. As a result, the inner properties and complex roles played by different types of B cells merit further.

In summary, TIL-Bs are prevalently studied in murine and human cancers, and sometimes positively correlate with favorable clinical outcomes. These findings provide a clear rationale for understanding the mechanistic properties of TIL-Bs in anti-tumor response.

Working as direct killer {#s2_5}
------------------------

The direct cytotoxicity of B cells in killing immuno-inhibitory cells and tumor cells has also been established. Several lines of evidence indicate that some B lymphocytes can express the death-inducing molecule Fas ligand (FasL) and kill cells directly. The expression of FasL by B cells was first reported in 1996 \[[@R40]\]. Upon activation, mouse B cells lead to FasL expression and then kill Fas-expressing cells, such as tumor cells \[[@R41]\]. In fact, TIL-Bs can also directly kill tumor cells through Ab-dependent mechanisms. In colon adenocarcinomas and mammary murine cancer models, the efficacy of anti-DR5 (DR5: a type of tumor-associated death-inducing receptors) therapy is completely abrogated in mice that are deficient of B cells. These data further indicated that Ab-mediated targeting of DR5 can trigger tumor cell apoptosis in established tumors in a B-cell-dependent manner, thereby providing the first direct evidence of the critical functions of B cells in tumor cell apoptosis \[[@R42]\]. As for human beings, B cells induced by IL-21 can secrete granzyme B \[[@R43]\], which has already been proven to up-regulate the direct cytotoxicity against tumor cells in murine models \[[@R44]\]. However, B cells from human and mice may differ in terms of generation and immunological function, and these differences require close attention.

![A schematic model shows our current understanding of the negative functions of B lymphocytes in tumor immunity\
**a.** TGF-β-secreting Bregs affect EMT in tumor tissues directly or in cooperation with Ras or Wnt signaling pathways. **b.** IgA-producing plasmocytes express IL-10, Fas-L, and PD-L1 (the ligand for the T-cell receptor), thus inhibiting T-cell-dependent tumor eradication. **c.** Bregs serve as a significant cellular source of TNF-α to limit immune surveillance by CD8^+^T cells. **d.** Bregs induce the anergy and apoptosis of CD4^+^ T cells through the production of TGF-β and IDO. **e.** Bregs enhance the expression of Foxp3 and CTLA-4 (markers for the suppressive ability of Tregs function) in Tregs through cell-to-cell contact. **f.** CD4^+^CD25^+^Tregs induce the expansion of B10 cells. Consequently, B lymphocytes could perform negative functions in the regulation of many processes associated with tumor immunity.](oncotarget-07-55828-g001){#F1}

NEGATIVE EFFECT OF B LYMPHOCYTES ON THE IMMUNE SYSTEM {#s3}
=====================================================

In addition to the B-cell functions of inhibiting tumor development, compelling evidence suggests that B cells exert certain functions in suppressing immune response through several ways, with Bregs being the dominant element \[[@R45]\]. Bregs have gained prominence in attenuating immune response in malignant cancers \[[@R46], [@R47]\], infectious diseases \[[@R48]\], and autoimmune diseases \[[@R49]\]. Moreover, B lymphocytes can work as inhibitory effectors by interacting with tumor tissues and certain types of lymphocytes, such as T cells, APCs, Tregs and myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs).

B lymphocytes performing immunosuppressive functions by working as Bregs {#s3_1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bregs are induced mainly through the BCR pathway, CD40/CD40L, TLR, or BAFF-signaling pathways. In fact, Bregs activation may chiefly involve the TLR instead of the BCR pathway \[[@R50]\]. Other novel molecules are also involved in the process. Recently, Rosser et al. indicated that gut microbiota-driven IL-1β and IL-6 can directly promote the differentiation of Bregs and IL-10 secretion \[[@R51]\]. In addition, a regulatory molecule termed as semaphorin3A \[[@R52]\] induces distinct populations of Bregs and promotes their conversion into "'i35′-Bregs" both in mice and humans \[[@R53]\]. For transforming growth factor (TGF)-β-secreting Bregs, naive B cells can capture glioma cell-derived placenta growth factor and be differentiated into TGF-β positive Bregs \[[@R54]\]. Esophageal cancer-derived microvesicles exert the same functions \[[@R55]\]. Accumulating evidence shows that activated Bregs can down-regulate the immune response through multiple pathways.

Bregs suppressing anti-tumor immunity by secreting certain cytokines (IL-10, TGF-β, IL-35) {#s3_2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### IL-10-secreting Bregs {#s3_2_1}

The concept of a regulatory B cell subset (Bregs) has recently emerged, which involves IL-10 as the main feature for immune suppression. IL-10-secreting B cells (B10 cells) can secrete the inhibitory cytokine IL-10, which possibly has the strongest inhibitory effect on innate immunity. B10 cells can inhibit the differentiation of Th0 cells to Th1 and Th2 cells, as well as suppress the proliferation of T cells \[[@R56]\]. CD19^+^IgM^+^CD27^+^ memory and CD19^+^CD24^hi^CD38^hi^ transitional B-cell subsets can suppress the proliferation of autologous CD4^+^ T cells and IFN-γ production. Both processes rely on IL-10 secretion and cell-to-cell contact \[[@R57]\]. A new wave of researches is beginning to shed light on the functions of Bregs in cancer patients. DiLillo et al. found that chronic lymphocytic leukemia cells resembled Bregs in their phenotype and IL-10 secretion, serving as the first indication that human Bregs may incur malignant expansion \[[@R58]\]. Clinical studies have further demonstrated that the CD19^+^IL-10^+^ Bregs in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients are significantly lower than those in healthy donors and patients with chronic hepatitis B infection before surgery, but they dramatically increase and remain high after surgery (about seven days after surgery, *p* \< 0.05) \[[@R59]\]. In NSCLC patients \[[@R60]\], the frequency and absolute number of B10 cells are significantly elevated and further associated with the clinical stage. The number of B10 cells of stage IV NSCLC patients is significantly elevated compared with that of healthy donors, and stage II and stage III patients. Increased B-cell subset may lead to poor clinical prognosis in NSCLC. Similar results are also found in ovarian cancer \[[@R61]\]. The population of B10 cells is preferentially enriched in ascites, and their frequency is positively correlated with ovarian cancer severity. Stage III ovarian cancer patients have higher frequencies of IL-10^+^ B cells than stage II patients, both in the peripheral blood and ascites. Thus, Bregs contribute to the impaired anti-tumor immunity in ovarian cancer patients. In tongue squamous cell carcinoma, the increased frequency of Bregs in tumor microenvironment is shown to be related to Tregs and similarly predicts worse survival \[[@R62]\]. These reports have demonstrated an additional regulatory mechanism in the tumor microenvironment, which utilizes IL-10^+^ B cells.

![A schematic model shows our current understanding of the positive roles of B lymphocytes in tumor immunity\
**a.** Allogeneic B cells secrete IgG antibodies to recognize surface molecules on tumor cells, activate DCs, and induce the cell-killing activity of CD8^+^ T cells. **b.** B cells function as APCs for CD4^+^ and CD8^+^ T cells. **c.** B cells could express the death-inducing molecule FasL, and kill tumor cells through Fas-FasL connections. **d.** B cells could secrete granzyme B, to cause caspase3 activation and tumor cell apoptosis. Consequently, B lymphocytes perform positive functions in the regulation of many processes associated with tumor immunity.](oncotarget-07-55828-g002){#F2}

IL-35-secreting Bregs {#s3_3}
---------------------

Bregs are regarded as a vital source of IL-35. As the newest IL-12 family member, IL-35 can suppress T-cell proliferation and function *in vitro* and *in vivo*. A deficient IL-35 production resulted in the high activation of macrophages and inflammatory T cells \[[@R63]\]. Some connections may exist between IL-35- and IL-10-secreting B cells. Some reports have found that IL-35 can induce Bregs and promote their conversion to the subsets that produce IL-35 and IL-10 \[[@R53], [@R64]\]. These findings may emphasize the possible connections between the two types of Bregs, which needs to be further considered in tumor progression.

A few studies have focused on the immunosuppressive function of IL-35-secreting Bregs in tumor promotion. Zhang et al. found that IL-35 is an independent prognostic factor and a therapeutic target for nasopharyngeal carcinoma \[[@R65]\]. The expressions of two IL-35 subunits are significantly associated with the advancement of tumor stage and indicated unfavorable prognosis (*p* \< 0.05). The over-expression of IL-35 is also correlated with the genesis of gastric cancer through promoting the growth and apoptosis of cancer cells \[[@R66]\]. During the development of pancreatic neoplasia \[[@R67]\], the pro-tumorigenic effect of B cells is found to be mediated by IL-35 expression through a mechanism involving IL-35-mediated stimulation of tumor cell proliferation. In B-cell-deficient mice, the neoplasms growth harboring oncogenic Kras is significantly compromised, and the deficiency can be rescued by the reconstitution of a CD1d^hi^CD5^+^ B-cell subset which can produce IL-35. These results point to the close connections between IL-35-secreting Bregs and tumor cells, and identify a rationale for exploring B-cell-based approaches for treating malignancies.

TGF-β-secreting Bregs {#s3_4}
---------------------

In addition to IL-10- and IL-35-secreting Bregs, TGF-β-secreting Bregs have attracted significant attention. For example, glioma-derived ADAM10 can induce TGF-β expression in the B cells, and convert naive B cells to Bregs. These B cells are demonstrated to suppress the proliferation of CD8^+^ T cell and induce Tregs. \[[@R68]\]. By secreting TGF-β, Bregs can promote the accumulation of the mesenchymal marker vimentin in the process of epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) in tumor tissues \[[@R69]\]. A study has found that TGF-β, in cooperation with Ras signals, can induce EMT during the progression of epithelial tumors \[[@R70]\]. TGF-β also can work together with Wnt-signaling pathways in CRC through FOXQ1 mediation \[[@R71]\]. All these facts indicate the potential immunosuppressive function of TGF-β-secreting Bregs.

Bregs suppressing anti-tumor immunity by affecting other immunocytes {#s3_5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

### By affecting the function of T cells {#s3_5_1}

An experimental application infers that co-culturing Bregs with autologous stimulated CD4^+^ T cells can result in significantly reduced proliferative capacity of the latter cells \[[@R72]\]. A study also has shown that Bregs could induce the anergy and apoptosis of CD4^+^ T cells through producing TGF-β and indoleamine 2, 3-dioxygenase \[[@R73]\]. In 7, 12-dimethylbenz \[α\]anthracene/terephthalic acid-induced squamous carcinogenesis mice models, Bregs are a significant cellular source of TNF-α and act as important effector cells for TNF-α-mediated promotion of cancer development. Bregs can limit immune surveillance by CD8^+^ T cells \[[@R74]\]. As a result, Bregs may inhibit T cell proliferation through cell-to-cell contact, thereby leading to anergy or apoptosis \[[@R75]\]. Moreover, B10 cells from the ascites of ovarian tumor \[[@R61]\] can suppress the IFN-γ production of CD8^+^ T cells. When co-cultured CD8^+^ T cells with autologous blood B cells or ascitic B cells, the co-cultured group demonstrates significantly decreased IFN-γ production. The suppression was found in part mediated by IL-10. All these findings show that Bregs can impair anti-tumor response through affecting the functions of T cells.

By affecting the function of other immunocytes beyond T cells {#s3_6}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to their immunosuppressive function in T cells, Bregs employ other mechanisms in targeting other types of immunocytes such as Tregs, MDSCs, DCs, macrophages and monocytes \[[@R76], [@R77], [@R78]\].

### Tregs {#s3_7}

As reported, Bregs facilitate the earlier stage of the recruitment of Tregs in autoimmune disorders \[[@R50]\]. In one study, thymic CD19^+^CD5^+^CD1d^hi^IL-10^+^ Bregs perform critical functions in the maintenance of immune homeostasis. When co-cultured with CD4^+^ T cells, this population of B cells supported the maintenance of CD4^+^ Foxp3^+^ Tregs *in vitro*. The transfer of these B cells into CD19^−/−^ mice results in significantly up-regulated numbers of CD4^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs in the thymus, spleen, and lymph nodes \[[@R79]\]. As for tumor environment, several studies have focused on the interplay between Bregs and Tregs. Recently, cytological experiments \[[@R62]\] have indicated that induced by tongue squamous cell carcinoma cells, B cells can convert CD4^+^CD25^−^ T cells into Tregs. In the ascites of ovarian cancer patients, the frequencies of IL-10^+^ B cells are also positively correlated with the frequencies of CD4^+^Foxp3^+^ Tregs \[[@R61]\]. In another study, when targeting Bregs by Lipoxin A4, the number of Tregs decreases in the draining lymph nodes and tumor tissues \[[@R80]\], thereby emphasizing the important effect of Bregs on inducing the frequency and distribution of Tregs. Kessel et al. also demonstrated that human Bregs can enhance the expression of Foxp3 and CTLA-4 (markers for the suppressive capability of the function of Tregs) in Tregs through cell-to-cell contact \[[@R72]\]. Currently, co-culturing stimulated Bregs with Tregs may result in a significant increase in Foxp3 levels in comparison with Tregs cultured alone (5.93 ± 0.18 *vs.* 4.38 ± 0.11, *p* \< 0.05). No difference is observed when co-cultured with non-Breg cells (4.22 ± 0.28 *vs.* 4.44 ± 0.23, *p* \> 0.05) \[[@R52]\]. Conversely, CD4^+^CD25^+^ Tregs can also induce the expansion of B10 cells \[[@R81]\], thus facilitating a vital interaction between the two cells. A unique Bregs subset called tumor-evoked Bregs (tBregs) is discovered in breast cancer. These cells can protect the metastasizing cancer cells from immune effector cells by inducing immune suppression, which is mediated by Tregs \[[@R82]\]. In addition, clinical studies have further revealed that both circulating Tregs and Bregs increase after HCC surgery \[[@R59]\]. Therefore, a comprehensive adjuvant immunotherapy targeting on depleting Tregs and Bregs may be beneficial for the improved prognosis of post-surgery HCC patients. This prospect highlights the functions of Bregs in the tumor promotion and metastasis.

MDSCs {#s3_8}
-----

MDSCs are a heterogeneous population of immature myeloid cells reported to promote immunosuppressive response and facilitate tumor metastasis and invasion. Prior study \[[@R60]\] has shown that the frequency of IL-10 producing B cells was significantly positively correlated with the frequency of CD14^+^HLA^−^DR^low/−^ MDSCs (*r* = 0.3948, *p* \< 0.05) during the progression of NSCLC. In addition, the immunosuppressive and prometastatic functions of MDSCs partly rely on the education from tBregs \[[@R78]\], partly through TgfbR1/TgfbR2 signaling. The tBregs deficiency in MDSCs is sufficient to disable their suppressive function and to block metastasis. Herein, the potential connections between Bregs and MDSCs can provide clinical benefits in anti-tumor response.

Bregs suppressing anti-tumor immunity by directly interacting with malignant cells {#s3_9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bregs have recently been found to promote the growth and invasiveness of HCC by directly interacting with liver cancer cells through the CD40/CD154 signaling pathway \[[@R47]\], thus providing a novel method for suppressing the anti-tumor process. Zhou et al. showed that the increasing frequencies of Bregs seem to be modulated directly by tumor cells in patients with lung cancer and thus, indicate the direct interaction between Bregs and malignant cells \[[@R46]\].

As a result, activated Bregs can directly or indirectly target immunocytes and tumor cells to inhibit immune responses. In this case, the down-regulation of Bregs may become a therapeutic method for treating tumors.

B lymphocytes performing immunosuppressive functions by interacting with T cells {#s3_10}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Zhang et al. found that the absence of B cells leads to reduced tumor growth, which is accompanied by increased infiltration of T and NK cells \[[@R83]\]. The observation describes that B cells may attenuate anti-tumor cytotoxic T cells responses and potentiate the local expansion of CD4^+^FoxP3^+^ Tregs in murine tumor environment. They also highlighted that B cells can inhibit T-cell anti-tumor response through Ag non-specific mechanisms. In another report utilizing murine EMT-6 mammary tumor models \[[@R84]\], wide-type mice demonstrates extensive B cell infiltration into the tumor sites and reduced infiltration of CD8^+^ T cells and CD49^+^ NK cells relative to B-cell-deficient mice. Co-culturing of EMT-6 tumor cells with naive B cells *ex vivo* generates similar immunosuppressive phenotypes with TIL-B cells, thus resulting in profound inhibition of T-cell anti-tumor reactions. In a study using three mouse prostate cancer models, IgA-producing plasmocytes express programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1), IL-10, and Fas-L, and thus inhibited T-cell-dependent tumor eradication \[[@R85]\]. Another study similarly indicated that IgA^+^ plasmocytes may induce CD8^+^ T-cell exhaustion \[[@R86]\]. In return, the depletion of B cells may result in positive effects on promoting some types of T cells. In a mouse model of cervical cancer \[[@R87]\], B cells are accumulated in the draining lymph nodes, but they do not exhibit a classical Bregs phetotype or secrete IL-10 *in vitro*. These B cells express markers, such as PD-L1 and CD39, which may play a regulatory role by directly inhibiting the T-cell response. Similarly, the tumor growth is indeed significantly impaired in the B-cell-deficient mice. This study also demonstrates that B cells can participate in establishing an immunosuppressive tumor environment by impairing T cell-dependent immunity in a direct way. Affara et al. found that the depletion of B cells reprograms macrophages to recruit CD8^+^ T cells in squamous carcinomas (SCCs). B-cell-deficient mice present reduced ability to support SCC growth and improved chemo-responsiveness. The responsiveness is further analyzed to be dependent on altered chemokine expression by macrophages that foster tumor infiltration of activated CD8^+^ T cells. This finding reveals that B cells may deregulate T-cell infiltration in an indirect way \[[@R88]\]. Another study \[[@R89]\] has shown that B-cell depletion can enhance the establishment of CD49b^+^ T-bet^+^ resting memory T helper cells in the bone marrow (BM) and that B-cell transplantation conversely suppresses it. By using B-cell-depleted or B-cell-deficient mice, they suggested that B cells are a negative regulator to generate CD4^+^ T cell memory in the BM and contribute to a quantitative balance of the commitment to effector T helper cells and resting memory CD4^+^ T cell lineage.

B lymphocytes performing immunosuppressive functions by correlating with tumor tissues {#s3_11}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several preliminary and clinical experiments have revealed that many tumors are heavily infiltrated with B cells, including breast cancer \[[@R90]\], prostate cancer \[[@R91]\], and CRC \[[@R39]\]. In contrast to the anti-tumor functions of TIL-B cells mentioned above, the immunosuppressive properties of TIL-B cells have been commonly studied. CD19^+^B cells isolated from tumors present a considerably greater suppressive effect on CD4^+^T-cell proliferation in comparison with the cells isolated from the spleen of tumor-bearing or non-tumor-bearing animal models \[[@R83]\]. Result confirms that B cells can suppress immune response in connection with tumors. By comparing TIL-B cells with splenic B cells, Zhang et al. \[[@R84]\] found that TIL-B cells acquire increased expression of immunosuppressive ligands, such as LAP/TGF-β1, CD80, CD86 and PD-L1, therefore leading to enhanced inhibitory activity against CD4^+^CD25^−^ T, CD8^+^ T and NK cells. Another study on murine melanoma has indicated that under determined conditions, B-1 cells can come into contact with tumor cells and acquire increased metastatic behavior. This phenomenon is associated with the activation of the extracellular signal-regulated kinase pathway in melanoma cells \[[@R92]\]. B-cell lineage in tumor issues and tumor-draining lymph nodes are clonally and functionally related to each other. The physiological relationship between the two sources of B lymphocytes may be relative to tumor-specific immune responses in breast cancer patients \[[@R90]\]. B cells and downstream myeloid-based pathways regulate represented tractable targets for combinatorial therapy in SCC; hence, B-cell depletion may be relatively straightforward for achieving clinical benefits \[[@R88]\]. Moreover, B cells may be positively correlated with the poor prognosis of patients harboring metastatic carcinomas. For example, when recruited by chemokine CXCL13, B cells can produce lymphotoxin to promote the progression of castration-resistant prostate cancer \[[@R93]\], mainly through activating of the IKKa-BMI1 pathway in cancerous prostate stem cells \[[@R94]\]. This finding further indicates that B cells may be a potent biomarker in speculating the prognosis of cancer patients. B cells are also known to induce decreased response to chemotherapy. Recently, Shalapour et al. discovered that B cells can down-regulate the response to low-dose oxaliplatin (an immunogenic chemotherapeutic agent) in mouse prostate cancer models; specifically, B cells can induce immunogenic cell apoptosis to promote tumor-directed cytotoxic lymphocyte activation. Such immunosuppressive B cells are plasmocytes that express IgA, IL-10, and PD-L1, depending mostly on TGF-β receptor signaling \[[@R85]\]. Similarly, B-cell depletion by administrating of anti-CD20 monoclonal Abs can significantly improve the response of patients to chemotherapy \[[@R88]\]. Therefore, we suggest that the elimination or inhibition of TIL-Bs may be crucial to the successful immunotherapy of tumors.

B lymphocytes performing immunosuppressive functions by secreting tumor-reactive Abs {#s3_12}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The effect of naturally arising tumor-reactive Abs on tumor progression has long been controversial. Carmi et al. emphasized the role of such Abs depending on the environmental context and involved cell types \[[@R9]\]. Under certain circumstance, these Abs may promote tumor progression. For example, Andreu et al. described that B cells can secret auto-Abs to promote tumor development through interacting with activating Fcγ receptors on resident and recruited myeloid cells \[[@R95]\]. B cells also perform crucial functions in inducing the epithelial cancer development possibly by initiating Ig deposition into neoplastic tissue paralleling chronic inflammation and pre-malignant progression \[[@R96]\]. Obviously, the immunosuppressive function of B cells merits research attention.

Cancer cell-derived IgG (cancer-IgG) is also involved in the pathogenesis and progression of many cancers. Recently, Liu et al. utilized an RP215 monoclonal Ab to determine cancer-IgG expression in 140 lung adenocarcinoma patients. RP215-positive cells display greater migration and invasion capabilities than RP215-negative cells. A high RP215 immunostaining score is associated significantly with poor prognosis \[[@R97]\]. This report emphasizes the positive connections between cancer-related Ig and the poor prognosis of cancer patients. As described above, a certain type of plasmocytes that expresses IgA can perform immunosuppressive roles in aggressive prostate cancer. These B cells can inhibit oxaliplatin-induced tumor regression. Hence, we can infer that the elimination or inhibition of tumor-infiltrating IgA plasmocytes may be the key to successful immunotherapy, in combination with immunogenic chemotherapeutics, such as oxaliplatin \[[@R85]\].

PERSPECTIVE AND THERAPEUTIC OPTIONS {#s4}
===================================

Current evidence suggests that B-cell repertoire may perform potent roles in promoting and inhibiting tumor development, which underscores the potential significance of B-cell as a therapeutic target. Recent clinical trials that have targeted B cells, typical Abs or associated cytokines have also lent further support to the idea of B cells serving as crucial regulators of anti-tumor activities. However, the functions of B cells in tumor immunity, and the effect of B-cell malfunctions on oncogenesis and tumor progression should be elucidated thoroughly. An improved understanding of these normal and pathogenic mechanisms will aid in developing of novel and efficient approaches to tumor therapy.
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